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Restore your Windows 7 PC to peak performance!Degunking Windows 7 is the fast, affordable

way to keep your computer running quickly and efficiently. Over time, Windows PCs can slow

down due to unnecessary programs, files, errors, and other "gunk." This book's proven

Degunking 12-Step Program shows you how to organize your hard disk, load and run only the

programs and processes you need, and restore the speed, responsiveness, and reliability your

PC had when it was brand new. This do-it-yourself guide puts the practical information the

expert PC technicians know directly into your hands, saving you lots of time and money!

Degunking Windows 7 shows you how to:Remove unwanted data and programsOrganize your

file systemUnclutter your desktop, start menu, and taskbarOptimize your hard driveTune up

and secure Internet ExplorerOrganize your emailSecure your computerClean up and secure

your networkFix problems with mediaOptimize syncingResolve lingering software and

hardware issuesBack up precious files

From the PublisherJoli Ballew, MCSE, MCTS, MCDST, Microsoft MVP, is a technical writer,

technology trainer, and web site manager. She is the bestselling author of several computer

books, including How to Do Everything: iPad, How to Do Everything: BlackBerry Storm2, and

How to Do Everything: Netbook. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJoli

Ballew, MCSE, MCTS, MCDST, Microsoft MVP, is a technical writer, technology trainer, and

web site manager. She is the bestselling author of several computer books, including How to

Do Everything: iPad, How to Do Everything: BlackBerry Storm2, and How to Do Everything:

Netbook. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Lei, “Very Helpful to Keep My Computer Clean. I loved this book and helped me keep my

computer clean”

John R. Bachtel, “Good Library Addition. Contents apply well to XP thru W10.”

Alex, “Degunking Windows 7 Review. This is a great book for someone who wants learn how to

make your Windows 7 machine run faster and better than ever before. It showed me where all

the bottlenecks can occur, where things that slow down your system are stored and, generally,

how to optimize your machine so it runs faster and apps open faster. It's a great book, I

recommend it.”

John D Ellis, “Informative. Very informative”

Madeleine H. Moore, “Five Stars. Helped clean up our Windows 7”

Marilyn B. Heidelman, “Great Book. This book guides you through one step at a time. Do a

little and then get back to it.  I can't wait to see how much I can improve my system.”

K. Bluttman, “Hurray for Degunking Windows 7. I am in the computer business and thought I

could handle taming Windows (Windows 7 in this case) to behave the way I want. Well, I am

humbled. Reading through Degunking Windows 7 by Joli Ballew showed me new ways to

optimize and clean out my computer I hadn't considered. It's like spring cleaning! I buy

computers often and they all come with loaded on cr*p I don't need. Joli's book shows how to

get rid these unwanted programs and trialware, as well as fixing up ones you do want.We've all

heard of 12 step programs - and in here is the Degunking 12 Step Program. What better way to

tame the beast then with a step by step approach? A particularly helpful chapter for me is

about Internet Explorer. This browser from Microsoft gives me a major migraine. Other

browsers just "work." Internet Explorer is like a crybaby. Thanks though that Joli goes over the

ins and outs of IE with tips on using it.All-in-all this is a must-have book for all that have

purchased a Windows 7 computer - and I suppose that means you. Get this book, you'll be

glad you did!”

Chel, “Useful guide to regular maintenance and removal of the gunk .... Borrowed from my

local library and then bought for convenience. Useful guide to regular maintenance and

removal of the gunk that slows us down.”

Helen Thorpe, “Excellent book for improving desktop performance. Excellent book for

improving desktop performance for Windows 7 . . . . . . . . . . .”

The book by Joli Ballew has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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